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George Philip Krapp calls them "parenthetic exclamatory sen-
tences" in his 1905 article (33). Helmut Gneuss calls them "parenthetic 
phrases" and gives their appearance as one of the characteristics of the 
Old English poetic language (45). Other researchers of Old English, 
such as E. D. Laborde, S. 0. Andrew and Bruce Mitchell, refer to them 
simply as "parentheses," though a half-line or a sequence of half-lines in 
question is often found between a pair of dashes rather than between 
parentheses or round brackets in recent editions1. Editors of Old English 
poems have long assumed the existence of parentheses and enclosed 
between dashes or round brackets the half-lines and sequences of half-
lines which they regard as parentheses in their texts. Krapp's article is 
one of the earliest studies on parentheses in Old English poetry. Krapp 
himself subsequently edited Andreas twice, in 1906 and 1932, but he was 
not the first editor to mark parentheses in the text of the poem. He had 
his predecessors. Christian W. M. Grein's 1858 edition of Andreas con-
tains five parentheses, whose second edition with the text re-edited by 
Richard Paul Wiilker in 1894 has three'. William M. Baskervill's 1885 
edition of the poem also has three parentheses> A.J. Wyatt's first edi-
tion of Beowulf (1894) has 21 parentheses'. The notion of parentheses in 
Old English poems had, therefore, long been around when Krapp wrote 
his article. 
Krapp defines parentheses as those sentences "which are inserted as 
independent additions between the syntactical elements of other 
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sentences" (33) and gives a list of such sentences in Beowulf (34). Levin 
Ludwig Schi.icking in his study of sentence connections in Beowulf also 
gives his own list of parentheses (139). Schi.icking's monograph was 
published in 1904 and Krapp's article in 1905. It is ¥VOrthwhile to com-
pare the two lists compiled almost at the same time. Schi.icking lists 32 
parentheses while Krapp lists 39. Krapp writes that he has found paren-
theses "much more frequently and regularly than one might infer from 
the punctuation of the edited text" available to him (33). But it is not 
simply that Krapp finds seven more parentheses than Schi.icking does. 
Table 1 displays the two lists. Some of the parentheses in Schi.icking's 
list are not recognized as parentheses by Krapp, and vice versa. There 
are 46 places where at least one or the other of the two scholars regards 
as parentheses, but only 25 places are recognized as parentheses by both 
of them. They only agree on a few more than half the places. It is dif-
ficult to know from these lists which locations are commonly recog-
nized as parentheses in Beowulf. 
Table l Schiicking's and Krapp's Lists of Parentheses in Beowulf 
Locations Schiickmg Krapp Locations Schiickmg Krapp 
!Sb ． 1537b ． ． 
55b-56a ． 1570b ． 
226b-27a 1607b 
30lb-03a ． 1663b-64a ． ． 
348b-50a ． 1687b-98a ． 
383b 1699b ． 
405b-06 ． ． 170lb-02a ． 
423b 1746b ． 
50lb-05 ． ． 1985b ． 
536b-37a 2043b ． 
570b ． 2051 
586b 2209b-10a ． ． 
666b ． 2470b 
811b ． ． 2593b ． 
835b-36a 2632b ． 
900b ． 2661b 
925b-27 ． ． 2706b ． 
1003b 2725b-28 ． 
1014 ． 2778a ． 
1317b ． 2793b ． 
1422b ． 2863b ． 
1508b ． 3056a ． 
1520b ． 3146b ． 
Tokens 32 39 
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In this study, sixteen editions of Beowulf have been surveyed in 
order to find, so to speak, "canonical" parentheses in the poem, which 
are widely recognized by the editors. Beowulf has been edited a number 
of times during the past over a century. A certain agreement as to 
which place is regarded as a parenthesis is expected to・have emerged or 
formed among editors of the poem during the long tradition. 
2. Editions Surveyed 
The editions surveyed are as follows, whose abbreviations are those 
used by the standard edition of the poem edited by R. D. Fulk, Robert E. 
Bjork and John D. Niles (hereafter referred to as KL 4)'in order of pub-
lication dates: Wy. (1894), Cha. (1914), Kl. (1950), Dob. (1953), Wn. 
(1958), Mag. (1959), Ni. (1976), Chick. (1977), Alxr. (1995), Ja. (1995), MR 
(1998), MI (2000), Kl. 4 (2008), Ki. (2010), Liuz. (2013), and Lee (2017). 
All the half-lines and sequences of half-lines that are marked off by 
dashes (or round brackets) were recorded. Table 2 lists al such loca-
tions in the vertical column among the first 500 lines of the poem. The 
total number is 28. The horizo叫 Iline at the top of the table shows the 
editions used in this study in chronological order of publication. The 
bullet point is inserted into a cel where the edition of its column parcn-
thesizes the location by means of either dashes or round brackets. 
Those half-lines or sequences of half-lines are usually marked off by 
either set of the punctuation marks, but there are many places that arc 
marked off by a single dash at one end of the sequence. 
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Table 2 Parentheses in the First 500 lines of Beowulf 
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Kl. is the most difficult text in this respect in collecting examples of 
parentheses. Kl. seems to be using dashes to giYe some other effect than 
marking off parentheses in some of the locations where a single dash is 
used either immediately before or immediately after the sequence. The 
column under the siglum "Kl. (all)" lists al the locations that are 
marked by either a single dash or a pair of dashes, and that under "Kl. 
(pairs)" lists only those locations enclosed by a pair of dashes. The 
difficulty lies in the fact that some locations marked off by a single dash 
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may be parentheses while others do not. For example, lines 212b-13a 
that are marked by a dash at the begi血ingand a semicolon at the end 
in Kl. are more clearly shown to be a parenthesis in MR by changing the 
semicolon to a dash, while Kl. 4 has erased the dash and changed the 
two half-lines into an ordinary sentence. Other locations such as lines 
168-69 and l 70-7la are marked only in Kl., and the use of the dashes 
makes it very difficult to tel which sequence is meant to be a parenthe-
sis, if any: 
Heorot eardode, 
sincfage sel sweartum nihtum; -
no he pone gifstol gretan m6ste, 
mapoum for Metode, ne his myne wisse. -
Pぉt ―Wおswr細cm1cel wine Scyldinga, 
modes brecoa. (KL, lines 166-71) 
Among those 28, there are only a few locations indeed where most of the 
surveyed editions agree that they are parentheses, and there are none 
where al the editions agree in the first 500 lines. This is not what is 
happening only in the first 500 lines. A similar observation can be ob-
tained if the table is expanded to the whole 3,182 lines of the poem (Ap-
pendix). The number of locations amounts to 145, but half-lines or 
sequences of half-lines that al the editors recognize as parentheses are 
very limited in number6. 
Table 3 shows the number of locations that each edition presents as 
parentheses in its text. Kl. (all) has by far the largest number, but 
many of them may not be parentheses as mentioned above. Most edi-
tions range between 30 and 50, while Ki. is very sparing in marking off 
parentheses. The average number, excluding the figure of Kl. (al), is 
37. 
Table 3 Numbers of Parentheses in the Editions 
~o：二゜ns1:;r::ic呼） 1(~ 詈s)『：7~I::IM4:g・I :; IC:tk『;:I: I: IR::IK~741 :I Liuz.l Lee 
52 I 36 
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Table 4 Top 37 Parentheses 
No Locatmns Wy Cha 晶 Kl Dob. Wn Mag N, Chick Alxr. Ja MR MI Kl 4 Ki Liuz Lee tokens (pairs) Rep. 
I 1422b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 17 
2 2778a 17 
3 18b ． ． ●’● ． ● i● ． ． ． ●．＇ ● •1 ．． 16 
4 423b ● i， ● ．． ● i• ' ． 16' 
5 536b-37a ．．  ．． ． ． ● I• ． 16 
6 586b  ． ．．  ． ．． 16 
7 835t>-36a ．． ．  ．．  ． ．． ． ． 16 
8 1317b  ．． ．  16 
9 1537b ．． ．  ． ． ． ．．  ． ● i 16 
10 :z632b ：● ．． ． ． ． ●，●  .1. 16 
, 13056a ． ． • ! • ． ． ． ． ． 16 
: 12405b-06 , e ．． ． ．   ．● ！● •1• 15 
13 l663b-64a ． ． ． ． ． ．．． 15 
14 1746b ． ．  ． 15 
15 2043b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． 15 
16 2209b-l0a ．  15 
17 2706b ． ． ． ． ． ．．． ． ． 15 
18 3146b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 15 
19 811b ． ． ． ． ． 14 
20 925b-27 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． 14 
21 55b-56a ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． 13 
22 900b ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． 13 
23 348b-50a ． ． ． ． ． ． 12 
24 2724b-28 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．12 
25 2995b-96 ． ． ． 12 
26 3115a ． ． ． ． ． ．12 
27 1003b ． I ． ． ． ． '11 
28 280-81 I• ，● ● I 1• I l● I• ． ． ． ．10 
29 1699b • i. ．．． ．．● i 10 
← 
i•le 30 2863b ．．  ． ． ． 10 
31 107b-08 ．,.●’ ．.I • i I ．• I 9 
32 1508b  ． ！ ● I le I• ． ． ． ， 
33 50Ib-05 ． ．． ． ． ． ． 8 
34 2793b ● I• ． ． ． ． 8 
35 2867-70 ．． ． ．． ． 8 
36 272b-73 I ． ． ． ． ． ． ． i 7 
37 2593b ． ． I 7 
tokens 20 25 35 29 31 32 33 28 31 30 36 29 28 28 4 32 31 
differences -I -6 -57 0 -6 -7 -l6 -12 -3 -5 -17 -11 -18 -9 -2 -20 -5 
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3. Top 37 
Table 4 gives the top 37 locations in Beowulf that are recognized as 
parentheses in al or most editions, generated from the table in the Ap-
pendix by re-sorting it by the numbers of tokens. The top two locations 
have 17 tokens with Kl. counted twice, recognized as parentheses in al 
the editions including Ki. The next nine have 16 tokens, recognized in 
al the editions except Ki. These 37 locations are marked off as paren-
theses in seven or more of the sixteen editions surveyed'. The figures 
in the bottom line are differences from the numbers of tokens in Table 
3. It is remarkable that the difference for Kl. (pairs) is zero and its num-
ber of tokens remains 29, while the editions that have appeared after Kl. 
keep the range between 28 and 3, except Ja. which marks 36 out of 
those 37 locations, and Ki. which sparingly marks parentheses. The 
paired dashes in Kl. parenthesize most of those "more popular" paren-
theses in the poem though there are seven other locations where a sin-
gle dash marks those sequences which other editions also parenthesize. 
The paired dashes in fact parenthesize al the 22 locations which other 
eleven or more editions parenthesize. 
Among those top 37 parentheses, 16 are inserted between two 
clauses that are syntactically connected to each other. Ten are found 
between a verb of saying and a direct speech. This environment seems 
to make one category of its own, which will be discussed below. Ten 
others are inserted between two parts of one clause. There is stil one 
parenthesis left. Nine editions, including Kl., start line 107b with a dash, 
and none of them print the concluding dash. Kl. 4, for example, prints 
like this, with the dash placed at the end of the first half of the line: 
sip<'lan him scyppen forscrifen ha,fde 
in Caines cynne - pone cwealm gewrぉc
ete drihten, 眸 spe he A be! slog; 
ne gefeah he prere freh<'le, ac he hine feor forwrおC,
metod for py mane mancynne fram. (106-10) 
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This sequence is excluded from the analysis as it does not seem to be 
intended as a parenthesis in the editions. 
Now, the following passage includes one of the two places that al 
the editions including Ki. mark off as parenthesis尻
Flod blade weol -tole to saigon -
ha.tan heolfre. Horn stundum song 
fuslic (fyrd)leoo. Fepa eal gesぉt.
Gesawon oaぉfterwぉtere wyrmcynnes fela, 
sellice saidracan sund cunnian .. (1422-26) 
The half-line stands between one half of a single clause and the other 
half. The "ha tan heolfre" must go with "Flod blode weol." Modern punc-
tuation demands that something be done with~hat is in between. Two 
dashes have been deemed necessary -a parenthesis is thus created. 
The other of the two parentheses that al the editors agree on is 
found in the following: 
Bil rnr gescod 
-ecg wais iren - ealdhlafordes 
pam oara m鵡ma mundbora w邸 S
longe hwile, r・1geg~san wぉg
hatne for horde, hioroweallende 
middelnihtum, oo pait he morore swealt. (2777-82) 
There might be some differences of opinion as to the status of "eald-
hlafordes" in 2778b, whether it should go with "Bill" or with "ecg," but 
there must be none as to the fact that the verb in the first clause 
"gescod" demands the dative "pam" for its object. The 2778a stands 
between them. Again, modern punctuation demands that something be 
done with the first half of the line, and two dashes have been inserted 
to mark it off as a parenthesis. 
In the next quotation, Beowulf enumerates his own past accom-
plishments: 
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selfe ofersawon oa ic of searwum cwom 
fah from feondum, p釦ric fife geband, 
yode eotena cyn, ond on youm slog 
niceras nihtes, nearopearfe dreah, 
wra2c W edera nio -wean ahsodon -
forgrand gramum; (419-24)' 
I did this, I did this, I did this. Then the subject suddenly changes from 
the first person to the third person, the Weders, in line 423, and it re-
turns to the first person in the next line, without any conjunction. The 
dashes make it clear that the syntax, and maybe the tone too, are differ-
ent in this half-line. 
4. After a Verb of Saying 
Most editions have marked off line 1699b as a parenthesis. But KL 
4 does not mark it as one: 
麟 sewisa sprぉc
sunu Healfdenes; swigedon ealle: 
'lJret, la, mぉgsecgan se pe s6o ond riht 
fremeo on folce .. (1698-1 70I) 
The half-line in question "swigedon ealle" is found between a verb of 
saying "sprぉc"and a direct speech. This kind of environment is found 
in ten locations out of the top 37: 348b-50a, 405b-06, 501 b-05, 925b-27, 
1699b, 2043b, 2632b, 2721b-28, 2793b and 2863b. The top 37 locations 
include many that more than one edition do not recognize as parenthe-
ses, and so I further narrowed the corpus to the top 1, for which al the 
editions except Ki. agree. Table 5 shows that the figures for the position 
between two clauses and that after a verb of saying have drastically 
decreased after narrowing down: 
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Table 5 Top 37 and Top 1 
Positions 
Between two syntactically connected clauses 
Between a verb of saying and a speech 






The only one parenthesis after a verb of saying among the top 1 is at 
2632b: 
Wiglaf maoelode, wordrihta fela 
sregde gesioum - him wres sefa ge6mor: 
'Ic oぉtmcel geman, p釦rwe medu pegun... (2631-33) 10 
Another location after a verb of saying, 405b-06, has not made in the top 
1 because KL 4 does not parenthesize it while al the other editions 
except Ki. do so. Kl. 4 does not mark with a dash five other locations 
after a verb of saying: 348b-50a, 501 b-05, 1699b, 2793b and 2863b. That 
leaves only four locations that Kl. 4 marks as parentheses in the 37 loca-
tions: 925b-27, 2043b, 2632b and 2724b-28. It should be noted that Kl. 4 
does not use a pair of dashes in three of these instances. We find a dash 
right after the same verb of saying, "ma);Jelode," at 925 and at 2724 be-
sides at 2632a quoted above, while it uses pairs of dashes in those loca-
tions to mark off parentheses. As for 501 b-05, 1699b, 2793b and 2863b, 
MR and MI also leave them unmarked (Table 4). We may see some 
kind of trend here after Ja., that this kind of string stopped being paren-
thesized in the late 1990s just because it is found between a verb of 
saying and a direct speech". Is there anything special about 2632b? The 
half-line, parenthesized in MR and other editions as quoted above, has 
a similar expression in other parts of Beowulf Again after a verb of 
saying and before a direct speech is the half-line "him bio grim sefa": 
Donne cwio rnt beore se oe beah gesyho, 
ealdぉscwiga, se oe eall ge(man), 
garcwealm gumena -him bio grim (se)fa -
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onginneo ge6morm6d geong(um) cempan 
purh hreora gehygd higes cunnian, 
wigbealu weccean, ond ]Jぉtword acwyo: 
"'.'vlcaht ou, min wine, mece gecnawan .. (2041-47) 
Here Kl. 4 uses the pair of dashes. The environment is mostly the same 
as that of 2632b and other strings between a verb of saying and a direct 
speech, though the half-line, 2043b, is surrounded by clauses whose sub-
ject is the speaker of the direct speech and whose verb is a variation of 
the first verb "cwio." The fact that another similar string of words 
"him wres geomor sefa, murnende mod" at 19b-50a is not parenthesized 
in any of the editions indicates that the sense or the wording of the 
phrase itself does not count as a reason to parenthesize the string. The 
subject of the clause at 19b-50a is different from those of the surround-
ing clauses. It does not start with a conjunction. Stil it does not get 
parenthesized. It may be just because it docs not occur between a verb 
of saying and a direct speech. It can be conjectured that the convention 
to find or create a parenthesis in such an environment which has been 
practiced ever since the late 19th century finally started fading out, but 
that the convention lingers on longer in some places of the poem than 
in others. 
5. Comment Clauses 
Parentheses are also termed "parenthetical clauses," "parentheti-
cals," "comment clauses," etc. in recent studies in historical pragmatics. 
Laurel Brinton, in the glossary of terms in English Historical Linguistics 
that she recently edited, defines a "parenthetical clause" as "a clause 
which is appended to an anchor clause, is syntactically and prosodically 
independent from it, and serves different kinds of pragmatic functions, 
such as the expression of speaker viewpoint and the marking of 
speaker-hearer interaction" (400) and a "comment clause" as "a [paren-
thetical clause], typical of oral discourse, usually formed with a first-or 
second-person pronoun and a simple present-tense verb .. serving a 
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range of pragmatic and politeness functions in discourse" (394). With 
these definitions in mind, one can detect "comment clauses" in two 
places within a long direct speech of Beowulf (530-605). 
The clause at 536b-37a is followed by a ]Jcet clause anticipated by 
the object pronoun "pa,t''in the preceding clause: 
Wit匠 tgecw叙don cnihtwesende 
ond gebeotedon -wreron begen pa git 
on geogoofeore - pret wit on garsecg ut 
aldrum neodon, ond pcBt gecBfndon swa. (535-38) 
The subject in the parenthesis is the same as those of the surrounding 
clauses, "wit," the first-person dual pronoun. It works precisely as a 
comment clause by which Beowulf comments on how young he and 
Breca really were when they boasted about their bodily strength 12.The 
other string also has a first-person pronoun, "ic": 
Breca nおfregit 
a:Jt heaoolace, ne gehwa:Jper incer, 
swa deorlice dおdgefremede 
fagum sweordum no ic pa:Js [fela] gylpe -
peah ou pinum broorum to banan wurde, 
heafodm函gum; (583-88) 
Again the half-line is inserted between two clauses that are syntacti-
cally connected. The parenthesis adds further irony to Beowulf's whole 
remark about the cowardice of the addressee of his speech13. These two 
parentheses are found among the top 1. They are marked off as paren-
theses in al the editions except Ki. They have been parenthesized ever 
since parentheses were recognized in the edited text, and they seem to 
continue to be parenthesized. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 
On the one hand, the parenthesis in Beowulf editions is a nebulous 
phenomenon. Most parentheses may be mere phantasms created by the 
necessity of, and a trend in, modern punctuation imposed on a medieval 
language which works on very different principles than Present-Day 
English. There is a sign that those between a verb of saying and a dir-
ect speech were starting to fade out as parentheses in the 1990s. Modern 
editors may have resorted to putting dashes where they could have 
used other punctuation marks, and created parenthetical ghosts where 
there were none. Some parentheses in direct speeches, on the other, 
seem to stay. They are comparable to comment clauses in Present-Day 
English. And in a historical-pragmatic approach to Old English paren-
theses, there seems to remain some room for more work. 
Notes 
* This article is an expanded version of the paper "Parentheses in 
Beowulf'read at the 25th International Medieval Congress, Leeds, in July 2018. 
The work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) from 
the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, JSPS KAKENHI Grant Num-
ber JPl 7K02825. 
1 In fact, there are many instances where parentheses are marked by single 
dashes placed either immediately before or immediately after them in some 
editions; see below. 
2 In the table that lists parenthesized half-lines in my earlier article on 
Andreas, "Grein-Wiilker 1894" should read "Grein 1858" (129). Wiilker has 
gotten rid of two pairs of parentheses in Grein's text at lines 127 and 764b. 
3 It is interesting to note that the parentheses in al these Andreas editions 
are actually enclosed by round brackets. Brooks also uses round brackets. 
The tradition seems to be continuing as the most recent editors of the 
poem, North and Bintley, stil put them in round brackets. Clayton is the 
only exception in this regard, probably because of the need to conform to 
the style in the series in which her edition appears. As for Beowulf, most 
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editors up to the mid-20th century use round brackets. Later editors use 
dashes, probably because the influence of Fr. Klaeber's edition has been so 
dominant in scholarship. 
4 The revisor of Wyatt's second edition, R. W. Chambers, adds ten more in 
his 1914 edition. See the Appendix. 
5 Those editions that are not mentioned in Kl. 4 are abbreviated in a similar 
manner, Mitchell and Irvine as "MI" and Liuzza as "Liuz." while Lee re-
mains unabbreviated. The editions are sorted alphabetically by their ab-
breviations in the Works Cited list below. The selection of the editions is a 
purely realistic one. They were the only editions a¥-ailable to the author of 
this article when the research was conducted. 
6 It should also be noted that the following locations are listed by either 
Krapp or Schticking, and yet not parenthesized in any of the editions sur-
veyed in this study: 570b, 666b, 1014, 1520b, 1570b, 1607b, 1687b-98a, 170lb-
02a, 1985b, 2051, 2470b and 2661 b. 
7 Note that the eight tokens for line 2793b, for example, include two counts 
for KL 
8 All the subsequent quotations of Beowulf are taken from Kl. 4. 
9 R. D. Fulk translates "they themselves had seen when I emerged from am-
bushes stained with the blood of enemies, where I tied up five, laid waste 
a family of ogres. and on the waves killed sea-serpents by night, endured 
dire straits, avenged aggression against the Weders -they were asking for 
trouble -crushed those fierce ones" (113-15) 
10 MR, among others, uses a pair of dashes here. 
1 Liuzza notes that his text is "a slightly modified reprint of the text found 
in [Klふcheckedagainst other editions and a facsimile of the manuscript: 
it follows most of Klaeber's choices in emendation, punctuation, and para-
graphing" (47). The most recent editor of the poem, Lee, seems also to have 
based his text on older editions. He mentions Kl., Dob. and Cham. (xiv). 
12 Fulk translates, "We two, being boys -we were both then stil in our early 
youth -declared and vowed that we would venture our lives out on the 
ocean, and we did" (121). 
13 "Breca has never yet at sヽ'iord-play,nor either of you, accomplished so 
daring a deed、'ithchased swords -I boast litle about it-" (125). 
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Appendix Locations of Parentheses in the Beowulf Editions 
No Locations Wy Cha 
Kl Kl 
Dob Wn Mag Ni Chick Alxr Ja MR 
MI 
Kl 4 K1 Liuz Lee tokens 
(al) (pairs) Rep 
I 18b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 16
2 31 ． ． 2 
3 3M3a ． I 
4 55b-56a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． 13 
5 99-101 ． I 
6 107b-08 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ， 
7 119b-20a ． ． ． ． 4 
8 168-69 ． I 
9 170-Jla ． I 
10 178b-79a ． ． 2 
1 183b-86a ． I 
12 212b-13a ． ． ． ． ． ． 6 
13 226b-27a ． ． ． ． ． ． 6 
14 250b-5la ． ． 2 
15 264-65a ． ． ． 3 
16 272b-73 ． ． ． ． ． ． 7 
17 280-81 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 10 
18 286b-87a ． 1 
19 301b-03a ． ． 2 
20 305b-06a ． ． 2 
21 327b-28a ． ． ．3 
2 33lb-32 ． 1 
23 348b-50a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 12 
24 383b ． I 
25 402b ． ． 2 
26 405b-06 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 15 
27 423b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． 16 
28 435b-36 ． ． ． ． ． 5 
29 50lb-05 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 8 
30 536b-37a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ．  16 
31 586b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 16 
32 67l-74 ●, I 
3 688b-89a ． ． 2 
34 705b-07 ． ． ． ． ．5 
35 711b ． I 
36 730b ． I 
37 747b-48 ． ． 2 
38 809-lla ． I 
39 Sllb ． ． ． ． ． ． ,• ． ．． 14 
40 835b-36a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 16 
41 862-63 ． ． ．3 
42 864-67a ． I 
43 870b-7la ． 1 
44 897b ． ． 2 
45 900b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 13 
46 925b-27 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 14 
47 936-39a ． ． 2 
48 944b ． 1 
49 968b ． I 
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No Locat1ons Wy Cha 
Kl Kl 
Dob Wn Mag Ni Chick Alxr Ja MR 
MI 
Kl 4 Ki L,uz Lee tokens 
(al) (pairs) Rep 
50 984b-85 ． I 
51 1003b . : . ． ． ． ． ． ● ！● ． 1 
52 1020-22 ． I 
53 l027-29 ● : ： ． 2 
5-l 104lb-!2 I ． I ： i I 
5 ID55b-57a ！ ． ； 
i .' 
2 
56 1068-70 ． ． 2 
57 1106-0la ． I 
58 1131b-33a ． ． ． 4 
59 1134b-36a ． I 
60 1142 ． I 
61 1145 ． I 
62 1200b-Ol ． ． ． ． 4 
63 1202-05a ． I 
64 1214b ． ． 2 
65 l299b-l30I ' i ． I 
6 1ぶlb ． ．● , • ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ● , ．16 
67 1341-42 ． ！ ． ． ． I• 5 ＇
68 1343a ． ： ． I I 
: 691422b ． ． ． ． ．● ! • ． ． ． ． ．． ． 17 
, 701457 I ． ． 2 
71 !492b-93a ． ． ． 3 
72 1508b ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ， 
73 1525b-27a ． I 
74 1537b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．．  16 
75 1553b-54a ． ． 3 
76 1560-62 ． I 
7 1575b-76a ．I 
78 1575b-84a ． I 
79 1575b-85a ． I 
BG l 588'o-90a ． ● , ． 3 
81 1505b-D7a ● i ' I 
82 1530□-3: ． ； I 
83 1537□-39 ． ． ． 3 
84 I 563b-64a • i • ． ． ． ． ． • ! • ． ． ． ． ． ．15 
85 l岱7b-9la ； ． ． ● i ! 4 
86 J5qJ~93 ＇ ． i i I 
87 1698b-99 ． I 
88 1699b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．10 
89 1739b ． 2 
90 1742b ． I 
91 1746b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． 15 
92 l 789b-90a ． I 
93 1813-14a ． I 
94 1960b-62 ． I 
95 !985b-86 ． ． 2 
96 2009b-10 ． I 
97 2035b ！・ i I 
98 2038 ． ， ! • 2 : 
9 2043b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ．15 ! 
100 2062b ． I 
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No Locations Wy Cha 
Kl Kl 
Dob Wn Mag Ni Chick Alxr Ja MR 
MI 
Kl 4 Ki Liuz Lee tokens (al) (pairs) Rep 
1012166b-69a ． ． 2 
1022172-76 ． I 
103 2188b-89 ． I 
104 2192b-93 ． I 
105 2206 ． ．2 
106 2207-0Sa ． I 
107 2209b-10a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． 15 
108 2229b ． I 
109 2287b ． ． ． 3 
l lO229l-93a ． I 
111 2297b-99a ． ． ． ． ．6 
112 2313b-14a ． I 
113 2457b-58a ． ． 2 
114 2503b-06 ． ． 2 
115 2586b-88 ． I 
116 2593b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 7 
117 2618b-19 ． ． ． 3 
118 2625b-27 ． I 
1192632b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． 16 
120 2642b-46a ． ．2 
l2l 2684b ． I 
122 2697b-98 ． ． 2 
123 2706b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． ． ゜15 124 2708b-10 ． I 
I 252724b-28 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． 12 
126 2725b-28 ． I 
127 2764b-66 ． ． ． 3 
128 2778a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 17 
129 2793b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 8 
130 2812b ． I 
1312854b ． ． 2 
132 2863b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 10 
133 2867-70 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 8 
134 2920b ． I 
135 2978 ． I 
136 2995b-96 ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． 12 
137 2996b-2998 ． I 
138 3007b-l Oa ． I 
139 3015b-2la ． ． ． 3 
140 3056a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 16 
141 3067b-68 ． I 
142 3115a ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． 12 
1433146b ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．． ． ． ． 15 
1443157b-58 ． I 
1453174b-77 ． ． 2 
tokens 21 31 92 29 37 39 49 40 34 35 53 40 46 37 6 52 36 
